The process of divertor detachment, whereby particle fluxes to divertor surfaces are strongly reduced, is required to reduce heat loading and erosion in a magnetic fusion reactor. The ions reaching the target during divertor detachment are primarily generated in the divertor (ion source), which costs energy. In addition, there can be additional ion sinks such as volumetric recombination. Experimental power/particle balance investigations are thus crucial for understanding detachment and were not possible previously.
Introduction
Divertor detachment is predicted to be of paramount importance in handling the power exhaust of future fusion devices such as ITER [1] . Aside from target power deposition due to radiation and neutrals, the plasma heat flux (qt in W/m 2 ) is dependent on the divertor target ion flux density (Γt in ions/m 2 ) and electron temperature (Tt in eV):
where γ is the sheath transmission coefficient (~7) and is the potential energy deposited on the target (13.6 eV for deuterium ion recombination into an atom), with the kinetic energy deposited being ΓtγTt. Crucial to the reduction of the heat flux is detachment, which involves a simultaneous reduction of Γ and , which is preceded by attached divertor operation where Γ increases while , limiting the possible target heat flux decrease (eq. 1). The reduction ion target flux is thus a key element of detachment and forms one of the most easily observed detachment indicators.
The precise nature of the ion target flux reduction during detachment has, however, had little experimental study and is often considered from the viewpoint of either pressure balance or power/particle balance. Particle balance dictates that the ion target current (It -equation 2) is due to the sum of ion sources in the divertor (ionisation -Ii) minus the sum of ion sinks in the divertor (recombination -Ir) [2] [3] [4] plus the net influence of any flow of ions from outside the divertor into the divertor (ISOL, which can be positive or negative). A key realisation is, however, that the ion target current is generally considered 'self-contained' in the divertor [4, 5] : ISOL is expected to be negligible compared to recycling flux and thus It. This emphasizes the need for simultaneous ionisation/recombination measurements in the divertor.
The existence of volumetric recombination has been confirmed experimentally [2, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] previously and is routinely monitored through qualitative measurements (such as line ratios) on tokamaks. It is in high density regimes sometimes found, through quantitative analysis, to be significant in the reduction of the ion target flux [2, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Partially due to that, volumetric recombination is often expected to play a central role in target ion flux reduction [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, in previous work on TCV [18] , the volumetric recombination rate was shown to be only a small fraction of the reduction of ion flux, which is in agreement with recent TCV simulations [19] -in agreement with N2-seeded discharges in C-Mod [6] ; further emphasizing the need for ionisation measurements.
Ionisation is the most defining parameter for It (equation 2) during attached operation and at the detachment onset. However, each ionisation event costs potential energy (13.6 eV -not including molecular dissociation) as well as radiated energy due to excitation preceding ionisation. The power flow into the recycling energy as well as this energy cost of ionisation (Eion) [2] [3] [4] [5] 15] determines the maximum ion source (and thus It possible). Therefore, one could imagine conditions where power limitation to the ionisation region reduces the ionisation source and through that the ion target current. Such behaviour has been identified qualitatively through experiments [7] and in SOLPS simulations [3, 20, 21] / analytic model predictions [2] [3] [4] [5] 15] . Although experimental indications for power limitation are available (either from inferred ion sources [2] , or from qualitative spectroscopic 'indicators' based on Dα [22] ), one weakness of previous results is that this hypothesized reduction of the ion source during detachment has not been measured quantitatively. However, this study and other recent studies aim to provide quantitative information on ionisation during divertor detachment [23, 24] . In this work, we have improved the analysis of the Balmer series (section 3) to enable directly estimating a) the ionization source/recombination sink and b) hydrogenic radiative losses as a profile throughout the outer divertor leg.
Estimating both the ionisation source and hydrogenic radiative losses enable estimating Eion and thus provide a key parameter for studying detachment. As a by-product of the ion source/recombination sink analysis a characteristic temperature of the excitation emission region and the recombination emission region is obtained from the spectroscopic analysis used. Those excitation temperatures, assuming charge exchange and excitation occur at the same location along the line of sight, can be used to estimate charge exchange to ionisation ratios. That is considered to be an important parameter as the 'classical' picture of momentum losses during detachment is the dominance of charge exchange over ionisation [25, 26] , which can be modelled using the charge exchange to ionisation ratio -for instance through the Self-Ewald model [25, 26] .
There are various challenges to the interpretation/analysis of the Balmer line series through passive spectroscopy:
1) Balmer lines, during detached conditions, can arise due to a mixture of excitation and recombination emission. To analyse the Balmer line series quantitatively, it is often assumed the emission is either fully excitation or recombination dominated. We show that this is not generally a good assumption for lower-n Balmer lines during detached scenarios -as both excitation and recombination emission may be important, although recombination dominant emission is a good assumption for high-n Balmer lines ( ≥ 9).
2) The emission is not well localised: an emission profile exists along the line of sight -which can be radically different for excitation and recombination emission. However, a single plasma slab model is often assumed for the analysis of passive spectroscopic signals -where it is assumed that the temperature at the excitation/recombination emission location is the same []. 3) In literature, it is sometimes assumed that Balmer line ratios indicative of recombinative emission imply that the plasma is 'recombination dominant' []. The number of expected photons per recombination/ionisation is, however, much different for recombination and ionisation and can be strongly dependent on the electron density. As we will show, this means that the recombination rate can be significantly lower than the ionisation rate, despite Balmer line emission being dominated by recombination. 4) Atomic data can be highly non-linear; which complicates both inferring results from spectroscopic measurements accurately as well as a full uncertainty quantification of that process.
The improvements in the Balmer line series analysis/interpretation in this work has alleviated many/all the above challenges. First, the technique enables separating quantitatively excitation/recombination Balmer line emission by using the ratio between two Balmer lines. This resolves the first point. This technique is insensitive to chordal integration effects as well as uncertainties in the neutral fraction. After the separation, each of the two emission components is analysed individually -to provide quantitative values for ionisation/recombination as opposed to making statements using Balmer line ratio; resolving the third point. As excitation/recombination emission are analysed separately, one can -to some degree -account for the fact that both emission regions can be at different locations of the line of sight; making the full analysis less sensitive to chordal integration effects -partially resolving the second point. This analysis technique has been verified using a synthetic diagnostic approach on SOLPS data, confirming that the analysis is insensitive to chordal integration effects. All analysis is performed using a Monte-Carlo probabilistic approach, which enables a full uncertainty quantification despite the non-linearity in the atomic data, resolving the fourth point.
First, we will provide an overview of the analysis strategy in section 2 and an introduction to the diagnostic used in section 3. Each individual step of the analysis is sequentially highlighted in sections 4.1 (Stark broadening), 4.2 (separation of excitation/recombination emission), 4.3 (inferring recombination/ionisation rates & charge exchange to ionisation ratios), 4.4 (inferring power losses associated with recombination/ionisation). Section 5 highlights the probabilistic analysis techniques used, while section 6 provides an in-depth validation of the analysis technique using a synthetic diagnostic approach on SOLPS simulated discharges [19] . First results of the analysis technique, indicating power limitation of the ionisation rate on TCV is shown in section 7. Further implications of the analysis and applicability to future devices is discussed in section 8, while a conclusion is provided in section 9. The main analysis code for this is available at [27] .
Diagnostic overview and experimental setup
Before going into the details of the analysis technique, we will introduce the diagnostic used to apply this analysis. To obtain ionisation sources and sinks, we utilised the newly developed TCV divertor spectroscopy system (DSS) [18] . The DSS consists of vertical and horizontal viewing systems, each employing 32 lines of sight ( Figure 1 ). Our analysis is based on the horizontal system, which provides full coverage for the divertor shapes studied in this work, intersecting the outer divertor leg with a spatial resolution of ~ 13 mm. The spectrometer (Princeton Instruments Isoplane SCT 320) contains a triple grating turret which can be turned to change the grating used and to change the wavelength region covered (e.g. to enable measuring different Balmer lines). Each grating setting has corresponding absolute intensity calibrations and an instrumental function calibration over the entire camera. Further details on the DSS can be found in [28] .
Balmer line analysis techniques
The aim of the analysis technique developed below is to provide a method for obtaining a full picture of the power/particle balance in the divertor using spectroscopy. First, we will start our description of the spectroscopic analysis with a brief review of our techniques and nomenclature for splitting excitation/recombinative emission / inferring recombination rates [18] as well as the organization of the analysis flow that is undertaken.
The brightness of a hydrogen Balmer line ( →2 in ph/m 2 s) with upper quantum number n can be described (See Eq. 3) along a path length Δ as function of electron density ( ), neutral density ( ) and temperature ( ) using the Photon Emissivity Coefficients ( →2 ) for recombination and excitation ( →2 ), obtained from the Open-ADAS database [29, 30] .
Here it is assumed that: a) molecular reaction contributions to the Balmer line emission are negligible (this will be addressed in the section 5.3); b) the Balmer line emission originates from a plasma slab with spatially constant parameters (0D model) with a chord intersection length of Δ ; c) the hydrogen ion density equals the electron density (e.g. = 1) -which introduces insignificant errors on the analysis shown below [18] . 
( ) and ( ) are then combined with the absolute Balmer line intensity →2 to obtain the absolute Balmer line emission due to recombination and excitation ( →2 , →2 ) (section 3.2). These are then analysed individually and independently (section 3.3) to obtain various local, line-integrated and toroidally integrated output parameters (section 3.3 & 3.7), including estimates on the recombination sink/ionisation source as well as the radiative power loss due to excitation and recombination. Those output parameters are summarised in section 3.7.
As shown in the flowchart -figure 2, several input parameters (e.g. no/ne, ∆L) are required and assumptions must be made to characterize them, described in section 3.6. The assumed uncertainty can be larger than 100% for some of those parameters. The effect is that a Taylor-expansion based error analysis is insufficient to accurately estimate uncertainties of the inferred output parameters. We thus developed and used a Monte-Carlo based probabilistic analysis to estimate output quantities and their uncertainties (section 4).
Stark broadening analysis for TCV discharges
The analysis chain starts with obtaining an estimate of the characteristic density of a chordal integral using Stark broadening, which represents an emission-weighted density long the line of sight. This has already been developed in [18] and has been improved further in here and [28] by performing a full Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis.
Considering characteristic TCV densities (10 19 -10 20 m -3 ), the expected Stark broadening widths are relatively small and thus a high resolution setting (0.06 nm spectral resolution with 19 nm spectral range using a 1800 l/mm grating at a central wavelength of 404 nm) has been used to cover the line shape of the n=7 Balmer line (highest-n Balmer line which can be observed when recombination only emission is present on TCV) to determine the local density using simplified Stark models presented in [18, 31, 32] . Those models have been verified against a more complete Stark model utilizing computer simulation techniques to determine the Stark line shape [33] as shown in [34] using TCV DSS spectra. The Stark-broadened width (the full-width-half-maximum) is small in the relatively low-density TCV plasmas compared to both the instrumental function width and the effect of the ion temperature on the spectral shape. However, the Stark width and thus ne, can still be extracted from the wings of the spectral shape, which corresponds to a Lorentzian-like Stark profile, provided a sufficient signal to noise ratio is available. To achieve this, the spectra is dynamically averaged over multiple frames to achieve a peak to noise level of higher than 30 for the Stark fitting. Furthermore, a weighting function is used to emphasize the importance of fitting the wings of the total line shape correctly, where the electron density is kept as a free parameter while a fixed Gaussian FWHM of a Ti 3-5 eV Maxwellian ion velocity distribution [18] is assumed for the Doppler component. Comparison of the inferred Stark density is consistent across different Balmer lines fit (n=6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13) , indicating that the influence of the Doppler line shape and any non-Maxwellian distribution [34] is negligible in the Stark density inference. The main contributors to the Stark density uncertainty are instrumental function uncertainties and, when the spectra is dynamically averaged to improve S/N ratio, an uncertainty of ~ 10 19 m -3 (or 20% -whichever is higher) is estimated. These characteristic uncertainties are obtained by comparing simplified Stark models [18, 31, 32] against more complete Stark models [34] ; including uncertainties in the known electron temperature, neutral temperature, instrumental function, magnetic field as well as including realistic signal to noise ratio levels are included in a Monte Carlo fashion (section 4) when applying Stark broadening. This technique, as well as further details on Stark broadening inferences on TCV are provided in [28] .
Separating excitation and recombination contributions of →2
After a density estimate through Stark broadening is obtained, excitation and recombination contributions to the Balmer line emission along a viewing chord are separated quantitatively using Balmer line ratios [18] , under the assumption that the neutral fraction is fairly constant (section 3.2.2), enabling the simultaneous determination of the recombination and ionisation rates. This technique has already been developed in [18] and has been optimised here to enable a more accurate excitation emission estimate, necessary for estimating the ion source ultimately. In addition, also the applicability of the technique for obtaining the ion source as well as a more thorough analysis into line-integration effects on this separation of excitation/recombinative emission is presented.
First, we provide an overview of the technique presented in [18] . For a given electron density and neutral fraction, both the line ratio between two Balmer lines ( 2 →2 / 1 →2 ) and the fraction of emission due to recombination of a certain Balmer line ( ( )) become functions of only the electron temperature. This provides a relation between 2 →2 / 1 →2 and ( ) over which the electron temperature varies, as shown in Figure 3 for the 6→2 / 5→2 ratio (similar for other line Figure 3a , but with added transport resolved no/ne (Te) calculation for a range of different transport times τ. For large τ, the result converges fully to the expected result in a no-transport regime. This will be treated in section 3.6.3.
ratios). A unique solution for
( ) from the measured ratio of two Balmer lines is obtained when ( ) is in between ~ 0.15 and ~ 0.85 -limiting the applicability of this technique in the low/high Frec(n) regions. Figure 3b is shown here for comparison against figure 3a, but will be discussed in section 3.6.3. Figure 3 that the ( ) obtained from the Balmer line ratio is relatively insensitive to the electron density and neutral fraction making it strongly insensitive to line integration effects, which will be further discussed in section 5. The characteristic uncertainty of ( ) is ~ ± 0.1, which was determined in this work through a probabilistic analysis presented in section 4. Due to the insensitivity of line integration effects, it is assumed that the excitation/recombination regions overlay identically and can thus be described with a single temperature when demining Frec. This is consistent when comparing this with a postprocessed calculation using the separate output temperatures of the excitation/recombination rate analysis [28] . In other sections of the paper a different temperature is ascribed to both regions.
It is clear from
New in this analysis is the realisation that the Balmer line pair used in the analysis must be chosen appropriately, especially when trying to obtain ionisation estimates, depending on the expected dominance of recombination (e.g. recombination to ionisation ratio -RL/IL) and electron density. This is illustrated in Figure 4 where, for a fixed neutral fraction, the variation of Frec is given for four Balmer lines as a function of temperature and density. For a fixed neutral fraction/electron density, a decreasing temperature is accompanied by an increase in RL/IL, which is also shown in Figure 4 . Temperature ranges are indicated in Figure 4 , because a single value for RL/IL corresponds to a range of Te when considering the large window of electron density [10 18 -10 21 ] m -3 . When values of Frec (or Fexc = 1-Frec) are less than roughly 0.1 the uncertainties in determining the recombination (ionization) rate are too large Thus, inferring both the ionisation and recombination rate simultaneously can only be performed for a range, or window, of plasma conditions. These are different for each Balmer line; as the n level is decreased, the window in RL/IL (Te) shifts higher (lower). The regions where the line ratio can be used for ionisation estimates are shaded in red while the region applicable for recombination estimates are shaded in blue in figure 4. Note that this is a helpful 'guide' rather than an absolute number: e.g. there are ways (section 3.2.1) to apply Balmer line analysis techniques to obtain information on excitation/recombination even if more than 90% of the Balmer line's brightness is due to recombination.
The electron density, however, strongly influences Frec for a fixed RL/IL as illustrated in Figure 4 . This means that, as the electron density is increased, relatively more recombinative emission would occur for the same level of recombination rates. The reason for this is that three-body recombination becomes more prominent at high densities, which leads to an increased photons / recombination event ratio. This has serious implications for the applying Balmer series analysis technique to high density devices. When considering C-Mod level densities of up to 10 21 m -3 about 90% of the n=4 Balmer line emission would be due to recombination even if the recombination rate is 10 times smaller than the excitation rate.
However, for typical TCV divertor conditions (ne < 5.10 19 m -3 , RL / IL < 0.1), this means that using the n=6,7 Balmer lines suffices for extracting densities, ionisation rates and recombination rates. However, for a relatively dense TCV divertor (> 10 20 m -3 ), which can be achieved during L-mode density ramps with ≥ 340 kA, RL/IL > 5% yields Fexc (n=6,7) < 0.1 and thus a lower-n Balmer line (n=5 or n=4), which has a larger Fexc, is required for ionisation inferences. Using the n=5 Balmer line, as opposed to higher-n Balmer lines, does mean that the sensitivity to detecting recombination becomes weaker, but recombination remains detectable when it is increases above ~2% of the ionisation rate. Since high spectral-resolution data of the n=7 Balmer line is still required for electron density estimations through Stark broadening, obtaining high spectral-resolution measurements for both the n=5,7 Balmer line with the single available TCV DSS spectrometer required discharge repeats with different spectrometer wavelength ranges.
Moving to using lower n Balmer transitions for determining the ionization rate as the divertor density increases has a limit: molecular reactions [8] will likely contribute significantly to the lowest-n Balmer line intensities (n=3: Dα) [4, 35] and, since this analysis neglects molecular processes, it is only suitable for n=4 or higher Balmer lines -so one cannot move to just any lower n Balmer lines. Further analysis of the Dα emission on TCV during density ramp detached discharges indicates more than 50 % of the Dα brightness can be due to molecular reactions [28] .
Inferring Fexc when almost all emission is recombination dominated
However, through our experience, we have found that one can also use physical expectations to filter unrealistic artefacts in the analysis which can appear in limiting regimes where Frec ~ 0.9; enabling one to apply the analysis even in cases of higher Frec; two numerical algorithms for this are highlighted below. Those algorithms make use of the assumption that the temperature at the excitation emission region along the line of sight drops (not rises) during a density ramp/seeding scan. Such techniques are also relevant for TCV divertor conditions where ( ≥ 5) > 0.9 can be reached.
As Frec approaches 1 the upper uncertainty bound is reduced given the limit of 1, potentially leading to an underestimation of Frec. Naturally, if Frec > 0.9 even small underestimates of Frec (n) can lead to a large overestimation of →2 . This effect is amplified by the strong increase in the Balmer line emission (factor ~50 [18] (n=6,7)) at detachment. The combination of those effects can lead to an unphysically rapidly increasing excitation emission brightness (and thus ionisation rate -section 3.) if Frec > 0.9 during detachment. However, that rapid increase in the excitation brightness (over time during a density/impurity ramp), assuming a fixed path length, Stark density and neutral fraction, would imply an increase in the excitation temperature (Te E -section 3.3). By filtering out individual analysis points of the Monte Carlo (see section 4) run where Te E goes up during a seeding/density ramp, unphysical results of a rapidly increasing ionisation source can be removed. It is important to note that only the trend of Te E for each individual Monte Carlo randomization matters for this correction procedure -and is thus not influenced by the wide PDF of Te E (figure 11 g). 3) After reaching the nr. 2 inflection point (figure 5), Frec is between the value corresponding to the inflection point and 1. In the analysis code it is thus randomly chosen in this range. This is performed for every Monte Carlo randomisation and every line of sight separately. The two inflection points are obtained experimentally from the Frec inference. See [28] for more details. Also note that these techniques only need to be applied if the Frec reaches close to 1, which is the case for the discharge discussed in this work (#56567).
Inferring ionisation and recombination rates
Once →2 is obtained, the recombination rate integrated along a spectroscopic line of sight, RL [rec/m 2 s] can be obtained from the inferred Stark density and the assumed path length Δ as highlighted in [18] and as shown in Figure 6a . Using an analogous approach, once →2 is obtained, the ionisation rate integrated along a spectroscopic line of sight [ion/m 2 s] can be obtained from the inferred Stark density and an estimate of the combined parameter, Δ / (which represents a path length scaled neutral concentration in m), as illustrated in Figure 6b . For these techniques, the recombination and ionisation rates are modelled using the so called effective recombination coefficients (ACD), and effective ionisation coefficients (SCD) from the Open-ADAS tables [29, 30] , which are functions of electron density and temperature. Figures 6a and b show IL is considerably more sensitive to its defining input parameters than RL. It is important to note that uncertainties of both the combined parameter Δ / (which has an order of magnitude larger uncertainty than just Δ on which the RL determination depends) and ne play a major influence in the uncertainty of IL. This is another reason why we use a probabilistic analysis to robustly provide an estimate for both IL and its uncertainty.
Line integration effects (section 5) lead to differences between the inferred ionisation rate and the 'true' ionisation rate. Although these differences are larger for ionisation rate than for inferred recombination rates, for both cases the uncertainty introduced by line integration effects remains smaller than the characteristic uncertainty of the quantities themselves. To minimize the uncertainty in , the lowest n Balmer line used for determining ( ) is used to determine , whereas the highest-n Balmer line is used to determine RL. The results agree within uncertainty when either line in the Balmer line pair used to determine Frec (n) is used to determine RL and/or IL. The results also agree when other (appropriate) Balmer lines are used which were not used to determine Frec.
This above process of determining ionisation and recombination rates leads to an estimate of the 'characteristic' temperature of the excitation (Te E ) and recombination (Te R ) regions along the chordal path length. Considering how IL and RL are determined, these temperatures are defined as the necessary temperature required for the 0D plasma slab model of fixed quantities ( Δ , , ) to match the experimental Bexc n->2 and Brec n->2 . It has been verified that this way of obtaining Te R yields similar results to the temperature obtained by fitting the n>9 Balmer lines with a Saha-Boltzmann functional dependence on Te R (e.g., see tokamak applications [2, 7, 8] ). Physically, Te E and Te R approximate a 'chord-averaged' temperature, weighted by the excitation and recombination emissivities respectively, along the line of sight.
The inference of both excitation and recombination rate temperatures is achieved through separate analyses and are usually different. Te E inferred from our measurements ranges from ~ 3 eV to ~ 20 eV, whereas Te R ranges from ~0.5 to ~4 eV. Te E , measured near the target, has been verified against other temperature measures, based on power balance and analytic models, in [28, 36] . This temperature difference is due to the occurrence of recombination and excitation in different locations as confirmed with SOLPS-Eirene modelling (section 5); excitation primarily occurs in higher temperature regions than recombination. Separating the excitation and recombinative emission regions, using Frec, thus makes the analysis more robust to line integration effects. In addition, making Te E and Te R two separate entities enables (partially) compensating line integration effects -as the temperature at the excitation/recombination region is indeed different, making the analysis even more robust to profile related effects (section 5).
Since Te E is obtained when obtaining a IL inference, it is possible to use this temperature, together with the Stark density to estimate the charge exchange rate to ionisation rate ratio using ADAS values [29, 30] -assuming that charge exchange and excitation occur at the same location of the line integral. That is a reasonable assumption as the charge exchange rate is relatively temperature independent and the ionisation/charge exchange rates are both linearly dependent on the neutral density.
We note that the above analyses only include recombination/ionisation due to atomic processes. We do not currently have a technique, of relatively similar difficulty to that described above for atomic processes, to easily determine the molecular-activated recombination (MAR) and ionization (MAI) rates which may be significant. However, the observed Dα and accompanying analysis during a density ramp on TCV is indicative of the presence of MAR during detachment [28] .
Estimating hydrogenic radiative power losses
The amount of energy expended per ionization is central to our analysis of the role of power balance in the ionization process. To obtain this, we obtain first the total power loss due to ionisation over a chordal integral, PIon,L (W/m 2 ). This is modelled in Eq. 3a using the 0D plasma slab model with spatially constant parameters as function of Te E , no, Δ and ne. The first part of PIon,L, represents the radiative losses associated with ionisation (Prad,L exc ), which occur during the several, to multiple, excitation collisions where energy is lost due to line radiation as the atom deexcites before finally ionizing; which is modelled using the ADAS PLT coefficient -obtained by integrating over the full modelled excitation spectra based on ne, Te [29, 30] . The second contribution to Pion,L is the energy removed from the plasma and stored as the potential energy of a new ion -= 13.6 eV [1, 37] , where molecular dissociation is ignored, which is obtained by multiplying the ionisation rate IL with , resulting in , in Eq 5a.
One important parameter physics parameter is the energy 'cost' per ionisation (averaged along a chord, weighted by the ionisation profile along the chord) [36, 38] , which is obtained by dividing Pion,L with IL, resulting in equation 5b. Detailed discussions on the importance of this parameter and experimental measurements using this technique can be found in [36] , which shows that the radiated energy per single ionisation event (and thus Eion) increases strongly at low electron temperatures (see, for example, [26, 39] ). These TCV measurements indicated that ~ 25 eV per ionisation is needed during the attached phases of the analysed discharges, increasing to above 80 eV in colder regions below the peak ionisation region during detachment (~40 eV averaged over the divertor).
The experimental estimation of the power loss due to ionisation is analogous to the ionisation rate inference in section 3.3 (Figure 6b) ; by using the excitation brightness, Stark density and by using an estimate of Δ × / . The results, shown in Figure 7 , are identical to using Eq. 5a in combination with the temperature of the excitation region obtained previously during the ionisation rate inference.
Using a similar approach, the Open-ADAS PRB parameter [29, 30] can be used to estimate the radiated energy losses due to recombination per recombination reaction. The PRB parameter combines both radiated power due to recombination (three-body and two-body recombination; including both line emission and continuum emission) and bremsstrahlung (electron -hydrogen ion collisions). Since we are only interested in radiative losses due to recombination, the Bremsstrahlung component (whose contribution is negligible for recombination-relevant temperatures) is subtracted from the PRB coefficient by modelling the radiated power due to Bremsstrahlung as listed in [40] . The radiative losses due to recombination are found to be 12.5-14.5 eV per recombination reaction (see [36] ), which are very similar to : for TCV-relevant densities the radiative energy loss during volumetric recombination and the potential energy gain thus seem to approximately cancel.
'Up-/Down-conversion' of Balmer line emission
Separating the Balmer line emission quantitatively into excitation/recombination contributions, and obtaining characteristic densities/temperatures for both regions, provides one with all the information in the atomic part of the Balmer line series. This implies that, having quantitative numbers of the excitation/recombination emission of any Balmer line, together with their respective temperatures and density (here assumed to be equal -e.g. the Stark density), enables one to predict the entire atomic hydrogen spectra (in theory also the Lyman/Paschen series could be modelled through this). If Te E , Te R , Bn->2 exc , Bn->2 rec of a Balmer line n1 is known (which is all provided by the analysis steps above), the resulting emission of a Balmer line n2 is given by equation 6, which is given here for a reference.
Using this technique has enabled us to predict various Balmer line intensities within uncertainty, except for the brightness. This is used in [28] to indicate a significant contribution of molecules to the intensity during detached TCV density ramp discharges -in quantitative agreement with SOLPS simulations, which will be further investigated in the future.
Input parameters and their uncertainties
A summary of the required input parameters for the analysis is shown in table 1 and figure 2. As explained in the introduction, a probabilistic Monte Carlo approach has been used to propagate the uncertainties fully into the result and thus a probability density function for each input parameter must be assumed (see section 4 for more details). An estimate of such uncertainties is shown in table 1.
The input parameters required include directly measured parameters, such as the Balmer line intensity, ratio between two Balmer lines and the Balmer line shape leading to a Stark density. The Stark density inference is covered in section 4.1. The uncertainties in the brightness and Balmer line ratio originates mostly from (absolute/relative) calibration uncertainties [18] ; which are estimated to be significant due to the calibration of the system in the near-UV [28] .
Two other input variables are required which are estimated, not measured: the path length estimate Δ , which is an estimate of the characteristic length of the region where most of the Balmer line emission occurs along the chordal integral, and an estimate of the neutral fraction no/ne, which is the ratio between hydrogen neutral and electron density (which is assumed to be equal to the electron density. That assumption (e.g. assuming Zeff = 1). Those two non-directly measured input parameters (Δ and no/ne) are discussed in more detail in the two subsequent subsections. 
Path length estimates
As described above, an estimate of the path length, ∆L, through the region of strongest contribution to the measured brightnesses, is required. We estimate ∆L (at the target) to correspond to the fullwidth-half-maximum of the ion target flux profile measured by Langmuir probes and its two corresponding flux surfaces (see Figure 8a ). The ∆L for other points along the divertor leg is then calculated as the distance between the intersection of the spectroscopic lines of sight with these mapped flux surfaces (see Figure 8a ). Since the Jsat SOL width increases during a core density ramp [41] , the defined ∆L is determined as function of time (Figure 8b ). Comparing the estimated value of using a synthetic diagnostic with the Balmer line emission profile along the line of sight obtained from SOLPS simulations (section 5), shows that the estimated corresponds to a region where at least 70% of the Balmer line emission occurs [28] .
Neutral fraction
To perform the analysis illustrated, a neutral fraction -e.g. the ratio between the neutral hydrogen density and the hydrogen ion density -must be assumed. That ratio is used when separating the excitation/recombination Balmer line emission portions, but only has a very minor influence on that (section 4.1) and the for the excitation emission calculations. The neutral fraction is not well known experimentally and thus we assume that the neutral fraction is somewhere within a range, covering over more than an order of magnitude, obtained from various modelling including both new [19] and older [21, 42] TCV SOLPS simulations, as well as OSM-Eirene interpretive modelling [43] .
Although separating excitation/recombination emission does not depend strongly on the neutral fraction (section 3.2 figure 3) ; it does depend on the assumption that the neutral fraction -at the excitation emission region -is a 'fairly' independent function of temperature: e.g. it is a fixed constant rather than a function of temperature. This assumption implies that the neutral transport in the divertor is such that the influence of the creation of neutrals (volumetric recombination) and destruction of neutrals (ionisation) -two processes which change critically as function of temperature -is negligible on the actual neutral density at the excitation emission region. Under this assumption, as the temperature drops, a transitioning of the Balmer line ratio is expected indicating a transitioning of excitation dominant Balmer line emission to recombination dominant is expected; as indicated figure 9. If, instead, one was to assume that neutral transport can be neglected [44, 45] (e.g. the neutral fraction is determined due to a local balance of ionisation and recombination -calculated using effective ADAS ionisation/recombination rates -see section 3.3) -a completely different behaviour of the Balmer line ratio, as indicated in figure 9 . In other words, the trend of the Balmer line ratio depends crucially on the neutral dynamics in the divertor.
This assumption is verified using recent TCV SOLPS simulations [19] in [28] where -using a synthetic diagnostic technique -the excitation emission weighted average n o/ne along each DSS line of sight is between 0.01 -0.035 during an upstream density scan, where the plasma is first attached, later detached and ultimately more strongly detached (higher upstream density) than the experiment. However, modelling the neutral fraction as a local balance of ionisation and recombination would lead to a range of neutral fractions of 10 -6 to 10 4 [28] . In other words, the simulations indicate that the neutral fraction is affected by transport in such a strong way that the neutral fraction is relatively constant. In addition, also the measured Balmer line ratio during the experiment indicates a smooth transitioning from excitation dominated emission to recombination dominated emission, which is observed as function of time during a density ramp experiment where the divertor temperature is continuously decreased [28, 36] . This is visualised in figure 9 using the measured n=5/n=6 Balmer line ratio as function of Te E . For completeness, the same Balmer line ratio obtained from the DSS chords using a synthetic diagnostic on the SOLPS simulations representing this density ramp has been shown as function of the excitation-emission weighted temperature along the DSS lines of sight; indicating the same trend and magnitude as observed experimentally. [44, 45] , yields a different trend. The measured Balmer line ratio for all spectrometer lines of sight during a density ramp is also shown as function of the excitation derived temperature, as well as a Balmer line ratio obtained from SOLPS simulations using a synthetic diagnostic approach as function of the excitation emission weighted temperature along each spectroscopic chord.
Figure 9: n=5/n=6 Balmer line ratio shown as function of electron temperature. The Balmer line ratio is modelled using Open-ADAS showing two separate trends for excitation only (lower line ratio) and recombination only (higher line ratio) emission. Assuming a fixed neutral fraction no/ne leads to a modelled 'jump' in the Balmer line ratio, reminiscent of a transitioning of excitation to recombination Balmer line emission. Assuming a local ionisation/recombination balance equilibrium (e.g. 'no transport'), as done in
The above investigation clearly indicates that the neutral dynamics in TCV are driven by transport and can be assumed to be relatively insensitive of local temperature -in quantitative agreement with SOLPS simulations.
Influence of a no/ne (Te) dependency on Frec
Although we have shown above, using Balmer line ratio trends, that the neutral dynamics in TCV is so strongly driven by transport that it can therefore be assumed to be quasi-constant, we can investigate how a no/ne (Te) influence changes the relation between Frec and the Balmer line ratio -which could be relevant for applying the analysis technique in this work on other devices. For that it is important to realise that, actually (e.g. more accurately), the assumption made is that any no/ne (Te) influence does not change the picture/conclusion of figure 3a (e.g. the relation between Frec and the Balmer line ratio) significantly. To investigate this, we utilise a transport-resolved model for no/ne (Te, τ), where τ is an assumed constant time required for a specie to establish equilibrium [30, [46] [47] [48] using the Open-ADAS effective ionisation/recombination rates [29, 30] , which is strongly correlated with the ionisation state distribution at equilibrium. For → ∞, the result converges to the no-transport result.
The result, shown for a large range of τ, covering cases where transport is so strong that no/ne (Te) is effectively flat up until cases where no/ne (Te) is as strong as in the no-transport case - Figure 3b , indicates that a realistic no/ne (Te) behaviour has a very similar relation between Frec and the Balmer line ratio than assuming no/ne is a constant. The main difference between a no/ne (Te) and a fixed no/ne occurs at high values of Frec, where transport can lead to a reduction of Frec at high recombinative regimes as the recombination process generates neutrals -which in turn can lead to excitation emission if a significant amount of neutrals is generated (e.g. neutral fractions > 1 -significantly higher than obtained from TCV divertor modelling (section 3.6.2). Such a strong influence of recombination on the neutral fraction may lead to an underestimation of Frec (0.7-0.8 as opposed to 0.8-0.9). Therefore, the highlighted technique should be applicable even in cases where recombination/ionisation has a strong influence of the neutral fraction. The different output parameters, summarised in table 2, can be classified in two different types: chordal integrated parameters -e.g. recombination rate RL (in rec./m 2 s); ionisation rate IL (in ion./m 2 s); charge exchange to ionisation ratios CXL / IL (unitless) and hydrogenic radiation rates (excitation Prad,L H,exc ) /recombination Prad,L H,rec in W/m 2 ) and local parameters, such as the Stark density (in m -3 ) and electron temperature (in eV). The spectroscopic coverage of the TCV divertor spectrometer leads to a full profile of those parameters along the outer divertor leg (see figure 1 ). By mapping the line integrated values (e.g. /m 2 ) to single ri, zi locations (prescribed to the intersection of the line of sight and the separatrix), they can be integrated toroidally (e.g. 2 ( ) ) and then poloidally along the path of ri, zi, ultimately providing total estimates of the outer divertor recombination Ir (in rec./s), ionisation Ii (in ion./s) and hydrogenic radiation (excitation Prad H,exc /recombination Prad H,rec in W) - 
Summary of output parameters

Probabilistic Monte-Carlo analysis
Given the complicated set of analyses together with multiple input parameters shown in Figure 2 , we have developed a Monte Carlo based probabilistic analysis to more accurately characterize the both the most probable values of our analysis outputs (recombination and ionization rates, hydrogenic radiative losses, charge exchange rates) as well as their uncertainties in the form of probability density functions (PDFs). This analysis also makes the result less prone to errors in the input parameters. An important part of this process is that the functional form for the uncertainty of each input parameter must first be properly characterized as a PDF -ranging from Gaussian (e.g. →2 ) to asymmetric Gaussian (e.g. Δ ) to flat (e.g. / ) as summarised in table 1. According to those input PDFs, random values of each input parameters are obtained through rejection sampling. Those randomisations are kept the same for all lines of sight and time steps. This means that, for instance, if the randomly sampled input values correspond to a brightness 10% below the measured brightness, this 10% is used for all time steps and all lines of sight. Keeping the randomisation the same enables utilising the techniques from section 3.2.1 to resolve limit conditions (Frec>0.9), which are employed to each individual (at least 5000) randomisation. Toroidally and poloidally integrated quantities are obtained for each randomization separately. Keeping the randomisation the same for all time steps is also a more realistic description of the uncertainty as the dominant uncertainties in the analysis are of a systematic nature (e.g. such as calibration uncertainties), rather than random noise.
An example of the probabilistic analysis is shown in Figure 10 for the line integrated ionisation rate IL (result for a single chord, at a given time), which -in this case -is mostly influenced by uncertainties in B 5→2 as well as Δ × / . The scatter plot of Figure 10a thus shows the randomly sampled values of the distributions of Δ × / and B 5→2 from their uncertainty PDFs which are shown as histograms to the sides of Figure 10a . A 'kernel density estimate' (a statistical non-parametric technique for providing smooth estimates for probability density functions) is employed to convert the analysis outputs into a PDF using an adaptive kernel density estimation algorithm [49] . The colour Figure 11 : Example of probabilistic analysis which shows in a) a scatter plot of the randomly chosen values for the brightness and × , whose colour coding corresponds to the value of the ionisation rate shown below b) the PDF of the ionisation rate, together with the estimate of the parameter (Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE)) and with its 68% Highest Density uncertainty Interval (HDI). of each point in the scatter plot (Figure 10a ) corresponds to an ionization rate given in the colour bar below the resultant PDF of the ionisation rate of Figure 10b . (Frec (n=5) , Te E and Te R )) correspond to inferences from the third chord closest to the target. The results are shown at t=0.5, 1.0 and 1.2 s.
We apply analysis techniques adopted from Bayesian analysis [50] to extract information from the PDFs. The uncertainty of the estimate is given by the shortest interval whose integral corresponds to the requested uncertainty range; commonly referred to in literature [51] as the "Highest Density Interval (HDI)"; which provide the upper and lower uncertainties for our estimates. For unimodal PDFs, this interval also contains the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) (peak) of the PDF, which we use as an estimate for the resulting parameter since it has the highest probability to occur. There are also other techniques to extract information from PDF. For example, we have compared the above techniques to taking the median value for the estimate and the 'equal-tail' [51] interval (68% probability) for the uncertainty and found essentially the same result.
The uncertainty margin for IL can be strongly asymmetric as shown by the asymmetric tail of the PDF in Figure 10b . Based on a comparison of this high IL asymmetric tail to the Monte Carlo scatter plot result of Figure 10a , we can conclude that low values for the neutral fraction lead to higher ionisation rates. Lower neutral fraction corresponds to higher Te E which is needed to match the measured excitation emission as the number of ionisations per emitted excitation photons increases at higher temperatures. Figure 11 provides a more general overview of the characteristic output PDFs, shown for 3 timesteps during a density ramp discharge (#56567) -respective of attached (~0.5 s), detachment-onset (~1.0 s) and detached (~1.2 s) operation. That particular discharge is discussed in more detail in section 6 and [36] . Over these three different times, the magnitude of the uncertainty and its asymmetry can vary strongly. In addition, as the fraction of emission due to recombination changes for a particular chord, the input parameters contributing most to the resulting uncertainty can change strongly; as has been investigated using rank correlation techniques in [36] . In other words: the main uncertainty cannot be attributed to a single (set of) parameters and depends strongly on the conditions present. Furthermore, it motivates the Monte Carlo approach further as this approach can capture all uncertainties in a realistic manner. Despite all these variations, the PDF of the output parameters in general remains unimodal as shown in figure 11 , except for Frec (most likely due to the techniques highlighted in section 3.2.1) -which is important for the interpretation of the result. However, Frec is only an intermediate result.
It should also be noted that the output results will depend on the assumed input PDFs. For instance, if instead of a uniform distribution for no (each value within the range has equal probability) a loguniform distribution for no is assumed (e.g. the probability of a value being between 10 -3 -10 -2 is the same as the probability of a value being between 10 -2 -10 -1 ), the resultant ionisation rate increases by ~ 20% as shown in [28] .
Verification of analysis technique against SOLPS simulation solutions using a synthetic diagnostic approach
The analysis highlighted in this work for the experimental determination of local (density/temperature) and line-integrated quantities (ionisation rates/recombination rates/charge exchange rates/radiated hydrogenic power) utilise a 0D plasma slab model. However, in reality, the lines of sight intersect regions of the plasma with varying temperature, electron density and neutral density; which could influence the Balmer line analysis significantly -a common drawback of passive emission spectroscopy [52] . This is illustrated in Figure 12 where the SOLPS-obtained electron density, electron temperature, neutral density and excitation/recombination emission profile is shown along the line of sight for a particular line of sight. As is shown, the temperature and density is significantly different in the emission regions of excitation/recombination; further motivating that the excitation and recombination region through passive line of sight spectroscopy cannot be described with a single electron temperature. In addition to these line integration effects, various other assumptions (highlighted in section 3) were employed in the analysis, regarding the neutral fraction, path length and plasma purity (Zeff = 1).
Figure 12: SOLPS (#106273) simulated Balmer line emission profile (a) along lower line of sight (d), together with the electron temperature (b), electron density (c) and neutral density (c) profiles. The emission profile of excitation/recombination is identical (in shape) between different Balmer lines; only the fraction of how each profile contributes to the total emission profile varies between different Balmer lines.
In this section we investigate the sensitivity of the techniques presented in section 3 to these assumptions by applying the analysis technique to synthetic diagnostic's data obtained from plasma solutions determined through SOLPS-ITER [19] -which includes the Eirene Monte Carlo model of neutral transport. The five SOLPS simulations (stored as MDS+ data according to the shot numbers noted in figure 13 ) used mimic a TCV L-mode density ramp [19] and include chemical sputtering of the carbon tiles to reach realistic carbon concentrations in the divertor (which have been verified against the experiment using the absolute CIII (465 nm) brightness). The upstream density in the simulations is reached through an upstream gas puff [19] .
Methodology
The Balmer line emission and line shape is modelled, using Open-ADAS [29, 30] tables identical to the experimental analysis, at every grid cell of the simulation using the simulated hydrogen ion density, hydrogen neutral density, electron density, electron temperature and neutral/ion temperature. Molecular components to the Balmer line emission are neglected. At each location, the Balmer line shape is modelled using the experimentally measured instrumental function convolved with a Doppler broadening component and a Stark line shape ( [18] and section 2), using the local SOLPS-simulated electron densities, electron temperatures and neutral/ion temperatures; leading with the Balmer line intensity to an emissivity spectra (ph m -3 s -1 pix -1 ) for each grid cell. The viewing cone corresponding to each synthetic spectroscopic line of sight is discretised as multiple lines of sight, which is further discretised into multiple points along each line. The emissivity spectra at each point is that of the corresponding SOLPS grid cell. The synthetic Balmer line spectra is then obtained by integrating along each chord and summing the spectra obtained for each chord.
In this analysis, the n=7 Balmer line is used for the Stark density and the n=5,6 Balmer line brightness and line ratio are used, similar to the technique used for #56567 highlighted in section 6 and [36] . An estimate for the path length is obtained analogous to the experiment from the simulation's target ion flux and flux surfaces (section 3.2.1). For simplicity, the SOLPS-Eirene grid cells corresponding to the inner strike point have been omitted to prevent pollution in the synthetic spectra originating from the inner strike point. As there are only five separate SOLPS runs, the techniques highlighted in section A.3 (based on the assumption of a continuous Te decrease in the divertor) to improve the Frec determination in limiting regimes (Frec (Fexc) < 0.1 -section 3.2.1) have not been used; as this requires a smooth evolution of the temperature in the divertor such that it can be assumed that the divertor temperatures are continuously decreasing (or at least not increasing). After employing the techniques in section 3 and 4, estimates of IL, Prad,L H-exc , CXL, Te E , RL, Prad,L H-rec for three different simulations with 68% uncertainty margins are obtained along the outer divertor leg as shown in Figure 13c 
Results
The obtained Ii and Ir from the synthetic diagnostic are in good agreement with the direct result from SOLPS (<5% deviation). The large rise in uncertainty in the synthetic diagnostic result for Ii in cold divertor conditions is due to Fexc being in a limiting regime (Fexc < 0.1). Good agreement between the synthetic diagnostic with direct SOLPS results is found for all line-integrated parameters (Frec (n=5) Figure 13c Figure 13m , n). The deviation of the CXL/IL ratio and the strong increase in the IL uncertainty near the target at the highest upstream densities occur when Fexc is in its limiting regime (Fexc (n=5) < 0.1). Such uncertainties, larger than the uncertainties during the experiment in the parameters estimated, from the excitation emission can be expected without applying the techniques in section 3.2.1. In addition, the two highest upstream density simulations investigated are more strongly detached than the experiment with higher recombination and lower Fexc.
We have also used the SOLPS model of TCV plasmas to examine the interpretation of local quantities (e.g. density; temperature) from chordal integrated emissivities through passive spectroscopy. To this end, the local ('slab') quantities inferred from DSS chordal measurements are compared to the emission-weighted averaged quantities along the chord through the SOLPS grid. A good agreement between the Stark density (from the synthetic diagnostic) and the emission-weighted ne (SOLPS) is shown (Figure 13e, f) , indicating that the Stark density from the synthetic diagnostic (or, by implication, the direct analysis of DSS data) can be interpreted as the 'characteristic density' of the emission region. There is qualitative agreement (variation with core conditions) between the inferred Te E from the synthetic diagnostic and the Te respective of the excitation emission region of the n=5 Balmer line.
Figure 13: Comparison between results from a synthetic diagnostic (right) on SOLPS-Eirene discharges and the direct SOLPS results (left). a, b) Volumetrically integrated ionisation and recombination rates as function of upstream density. c-p Profiles of local and line-integrated quantities along the outer divertor leg. Line-integrated profiles: c, d) Frec (n=5). g, h) ionisation rate. i,j) recombination rate. k, l) hydrogenic radiation (excitation). m, n) charge exchange to ionisation ratio. Local quantities (note that the left-hand column are line-averaged weighted by the respective (ne Stark -n=7; Te E -n=5) Balmer line local emissivity): e, f) ne (direct result) and Stark inference (synthetic diagnostic). o,p) excitation emission-weighted temperature (direct result) and Te E obtained from synthetic diagnostic analysis.
The reason for poor quantitative agreement is the reduced sensitivity of the Te E inference at larger Te; the magnitude of the excitation emission becomes relatively more insensitive to the electron temperature. That is also evident from examination of the PDFs obtained and presented in Figure 11 , showing a wide PDF for Te E at higher temperatures. All of this indicates that the inferred local parameters can be considered 'characteristic' parameters of the emission region -or an emissionweighted-average value along the chord. Therefore, parameters obtained from the total Balmer line emission (such as the Stark density) can vary depending between different Balmer lines as their emission locations can vary. That location, however, for the excitation/recombination emission separately is the same. Thus, local quantities inferred from the excitation and recombination emission separately (such as Te E , Te R ) are nearly identical across Balmer lines. This also implies that the different emission location of Balmer lines arises from their different sensitivities to recombinative emission; e.g. their different Frec (n). The separation of the excitation/recombination emission through Frec makes the analysis, therefore, less sensitive to line integration effects and opens improved ways of analysing the Balmer line series: multiple Balmer lines may not be linkable to a single Te due to line-integration effects; however, they may be linked to a single excitation/recombination temperature.
In summary, we find that although several assumptions are made in the analysis; the deviation of the analysis results from what their 'reality' is negligible compared to the uncertainty of the analysis. Hence, the analysis, particularly the line-integrated (such as IL, RL) and divertorintegrated (such as Ii and Ir) ones, appears to be robust against line integration effects and assumptions regarding Zeff. Simpler investigations of this analysis against line integration techniques and Zeff, irrespective of SOLPS simulations by using assumed a priori profiles and Zeff measurements, can be found by the author in [18, 28 ].
6.
Experimental analysis illustration highlighting ion current loss during detachment through power limitation An example of the application of the above analysis techniques to obtain information on divertor particle and power balance during a characteristic Ohmic L-mode density ramp discharge (#56567) is shown in figure 14 . That discharge is discussed in more detail in [28, 36] , including detailed comparisons against the SOLPS simulations presented in section 5 as well as analytic models.
We compare the total ion current (ion/s) reaching the target ( ), measured by divertor Langmuir probes [53] , to divertor ion sources (e.g. Figure 14 : Power and particle balance of #56567 as function of core Greenwald fraction. a: Divertor particle balance comparing the ion target flux measured by Langmuir probes (It) against the divertor ionisation rate (Ii) and volumetric recombination rate (Ir) obtained through spectroscopic analysis. b: Divertor power balance comparing the power entering the divertor (Pdiv) against the power entering the recycling region (Precl) (e.g. the power entering the divertor minus impurity radiation) and the power required for ionisation (Pion) obtained spectroscopically.
ionisation -) and sinks (e.g. volumetric recombination -) shown for a typical core plasma density ramp discharge in Fig. 14 a. The ion target current first increases linearly during the attached phase, after which begins to deviate from the linear trend (dashed line) at the detachment onset, ultimately rolling over [28, 36] . is quantitatively matched by the ion source: the flattening/roll-over of is caused by a decrease in the ion source (Ii) rather than an increased ion sink from recombination (Ir), which is relatively small and only reaches relevant levels during deeper detachment when the target temperature attains values ≤1 eV. Contrary to an oft-held belief, volumetric recombination [13, 15] seems not to be a requirement for detachment or the ion current roll-over in the case shown. Furthermore, the quantitative agreement between the ion target current and the divertor ionisation source indicates that the ions reaching the target are primarily generated in the divertor volume: e.g. ion flows from the scrape-off-layer towards the outer target only have minor or negligible contributions to the divertor ion target current. These conclusions derived apply as well to discharges having a range in plasma currents and for impurity seeding-derived detachment [28, 36] and are in quantitative agreement with SOLPS simulations [19, 28, 36] and analytic modelling [28, 36] .
Divertor power balance can explain why the ion source decreases during detachment. During a core density ramp, the power entering the divertor, P div (estimated using the Ohmic power and core radiation [28, 36] ), remains roughly constant (Fig 14b) while increases in divertor impurity radiation (Prad imp ) (which is estimated by subtracting hydrogenic radiation -estimated through spectroscopic analysis -from the total measured radiation by bolometry [28, 36] ) continually lowers the power entering the ionisation region, Precl = Pdiv -Prad imp [2, 4, 28, 36] . At the same time, the power required for ionisation (Pion) rises [28, 36] . This suggests that reductions in Precl/Pion limits and reduces the ion source and, through this, the target ion current [2] [3] [4] .
Discussion
Applicability to other fusion devices
The above illustration of the highlighted Balmer line analysis techniques applied to TCV discharges. However, TCV employs an open divertor with relatively low power crossing the separatrix (e.g. relatively long scale lengths) and operates at relatively low electron density. The question is whether the analysis techniques, described herein, will be more widely applicable to other devices. There are three main concerns for this: 1) other devices may have more complicated viewing geometry leading to more complicated emission profiles along the line of sights; 2) the neutral fraction -at the excitation emission region -may not be 'relatively' constant as assumed here, which not result in a transition from excitation to recombinative emission as the plasma cools down (section 3.2.2); 3) other devices may operate at higher densities/lower temperatures; which would drive up the amount of recombinative emission, complicating the extraction of excitation emission in strongly detached regimes.
Preliminary investigations using detached MAST-U SOLPS [] simulations (like section 5) with/without N2 seeding have shown that the analysis in this paper can be validly applied. Although ionisation estimates could not be obtained near the target in the strongest detached states (where target temperatures as low as 0.2 eV were obtained); most of the ionisation was still correctly detected through the spectroscopic analysis. The viewing geometry for a MAST-U Super-X divertor and the chordal integral is, however, significantly more complicated than on TCV. For instance, the emission profile along the line of sight can be hollow and can exist of an excitation region surrounded by two separate recombination regions. This provides confidence that the presented analysis is sufficiently robust against line-integration effects, resolving the first point of concern for future application.
As explained in section 3.6.3, although one assumes that the neutral fraction's dependence on the electron temperature is such that it does not change the relation between Frec and the Balmer line ratio, including a no/ne (Te) dependence does not change that relation significantly. In addition, the analysis only depends on the neutral fraction at the excitation emission location; therefore -if volumetric recombination does increase the neutral fraction, for this to appear in the Balmer line emission it must increase the neutral fraction significantly (>1) such that excitation emission from there will occur -even despite the decreasing emission coefficient in those low temperature conditions where recombination occurs. However, if the neutral transport on a particular tokamak would be driven by an ionisation/recombination equilibrium (such as assumed for AUG [44, 45] , in contrast to JET expectations [31] which consider a constant neutral fraction), then ionisation may not be possible to infer in high temperature conditions as no excitation (and thus ionisation) would occur there due to the lack of neutrals. Therefore, the second point does not seem to be a concern for the applicability of these techniques to future devices.
The third point of concern implies that for high density devices, such as ITER, DEMO and C-Mod, the Balmer line emission during detached operation (assuming <1.5 eV temperatures), could be too strongly dominated by recombination to uncover the excitation component. This would be a complication unless the recombination/ionisation regions are clearly separated between different lines of sight -which also has repercussions for the viewing geometry requirements. Considering that the scale length for such high power, high density devices are expected to be shorter, it is likely that the ionisation/recombination regions are more localised than on TCV. If (significant) excitation/recombination regions lie on a single line of sight, the Balmer line -for such high density/low temperature regimes -would only give information on recombination and to obtain excitation/ionisation information, Lyman series measurements would have to be employed [24] . Also, impurity seeded discharges, such as N 2 seeded discharges, generally tend to reach higher temperatures during detachment than density ramp experiments [28, 54] . Under such conditions, it could well be that the highlighted analysis is still applicable (see Figure 4 ).
The relation of 'recombinative dominated emission' to the actual recombination rate
One important point of the analysis techniques and accompanying discussion in section 3.4 is that Balmer line ratios do not provide information on the actual dominance of recombination reactions over ionisation; but instead information on the dominance of recombination emission over excitation emission.
This discussion has implications for the common use of line ratio techniques to indicate the 'dominance' of recombination [6, 26, 43, 45, 55, 56] . For such an analysis, the line ratios used to quantify this recombination "dominance" correspond to Frec ~ 1 in Figure 3 . However, as shown in Figure 4 , the "dominance" of higher-n Balmer line emission (Frec (n=6,7) > 0.9) commences at recombination to ionisation rate ratios of 1-10% (depending on the density - Figure 4 ). Therefore, even if higher-n Balmer line emission is dominated by recombination, the ionisation rate can still be much higher than the recombination rate! Although line ratio techniques can be employed to gauge whether recombination is present and whether the Balmer line emission of a particular transition is dominated by recombination, they, by themselves, do not provide direct information on the magnitude of volumetric recombination and on the value of the recombination to ionisation ratio. Instead, quantitative calculations must be performed to infer both the magnitude of the ionisation and recombination rates.
Implications of Balmer line ratios on the neutral dynamics
The discussion in section 3.7.2 has indicated that the trend of Balmer line ratios during conditions where the divertor temperature is continuously decreased (e.g. seeding scans and/or density ramps) provides information on the neutral fraction in the divertor, which in turn can be used as a diagnostic to investigate how far the neutral dynamics deviate from a local ionisation/recombination equilibrium.
Conclusion
A novel approach of analysing the Balmer line series has enabled the simultaneous inference of ionisation/recombination rates as well as hydrogenic power losses associated with ionisation: giving rise to a full power/particle balance investigation of the divertor. Techniques in this work have been developed to use the Balmer line ratio to quantitatively separate excitation/recombination emission. Analysing each contribution individually then leads to ionisation/recombination rate estimates using a robust technique which is relatively insensitive to line integration effects -verified using a synthetic diagnostic approach on SOLPS simulations.
